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Comparing Money
Julia and her friends went to pet shop to buy some pets.
Use <, > or = symbols to compare the money in their wallets.
Julia has
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5) Who has less money, Minnie or Jackie?
6) Which friend has 2 half-dollars and 2 dimes in her wallet?
7) If I had 3 dollars more in my wallet, Julia and I would have
an equal amount of money. Who am I?
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Julia and her friends went to pet shop to buy some pets.
Use <, > or = symbols to compare the money in their wallets.
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5) Who has less money, Minnie or Jackie?

Minnie

6) Which friend has 2 half-dollars and 2 dimes in her wallet?

Stella

7) If I had 3 dollars more in my wallet, Julia and I would have
an equal amount of money. Who am I?

Jackie
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